
 

 

Part One: Vocabulary Questions 

Directions: Complete the following sentences by choosing the best answer. 

1. Most of the developments in medical fields started with the........... of the digital 

systems. 

a. intent           b. advent           c. resumption   d. termination 

2. Before using a device or taking a drug, reading the …………. carefully is necessary. 

a. provisions   b. supplements   c. intentions       d. instructions 

3. It is essential to find a well-suited organ for transplantation as the body has a 

predisposed ............ to reject mismatched organs. 

a. tendency     b. impotence     c. intimacy         d. tolerance 

4. The patient received a tetanus vaccine to prevent muscle spasm soon after he………... 

his knee in a soccer game. 

a. sustained    b. strengthened   c. sprained  d. stabilized 

5. The patient had to undergo open heart surgery to remove the blood clot having…….. 

his coronary artery. 

a. suspected   b. inspected        c. contested      d. obstructed 

6. Clinical ............ are usually sufficient for physicians to diagnose the patient’s 

problem. 

a.     manifestations  b. outbreaks   c. tendencies d. remedies 

7. The scientist gave an influential lecture about cancer and was able to ............ powerful 

emotions from her audience. 

a. evolve             b. resolve        c. evoke d. revolve 

8. The psychologists prescribed a medicine to rapidly…….. his distress and anxiety.   

a.        appreciate        b. achieve        c. amplify           d. alleviate 

9. If your emotions ............ your wisdom, you cannot judge reasonably and may decide 

incorrectly. 

a. outnumber       b. outweigh     c. enhance d. elaborate 

10. In specific climates, the floods………almost as quickly as they arise, they rapidly go 

back to the normal state.   

a. subside     b. commence c. survive      d. emerge 

11. Undoubtedly, without the ............ supply of fresh and oxygenated blood, the human 

brain will 

not function properly. 

a. steady    b.  scarce c. scanty        d. queer 

12. During the operation, the heart must get ............ to allow the surgeon to fix the 

defects. 

a. hesitant    b. motionless c.  restless     d. vibrant 

13. As flies feed ………….. , they create a sense of non-cleanliness. 

a. Feasibly     b. filthily c.  fatally       d. frankly 

 



 

 

14. Students in medical fields are expected to be ............ participants in the process of 

learning. 

a. diligent         b. monotonous c.  miserable          d. fragile 

15. Dressing materials ............ drainage but will not adhere to the wound when 

removed. 

a. Saturate            b.  contain       c.  discharge          d. absorb 

16. My friend has had u backache for a long time; the doctor prescribed ............ exercise 

for his weak back. 

a. degenerating    b. remedial c.  disappointing   d. malformed 

17. A famous football player was trying to raise money for flood victims and asked his 

teammates to ……..too 

a.  retain             b. correlate      c.  contribute       d. resolve 

18. Plastic materials ............ dangerous chemicals and produce poisons when they burn. 

a. evade            b. eliminate c.  consume       d. release 

19. People who are proved to be…………unhealthy, when committing a crime, may not 

be considered criminally responsible. 

 a. mentally b. intentionally cautiously    d. individually 

20. As the fever …………… for two weeks, the patient was hospitalized. 

a. insisted        b.  consisted    c. persisted           d. assisted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

Part two: Reading Comprehension 

passage 1 

    Developments in nanotechnology have enormous potentials to revolutionize drug delivery 

system. The overall aim is to allow drugs to be delivered to the areas within the body which 

they are targeting. The active ingredients of the drugs are placed inside a wrapper that is 

genetically designed to locate a particular part of the body. The wrapper is attracted to the cell 

receptors of the relevant area and attaches to it, discharging its active ingredients. Early results 

are very impressive. Delivering anti-cancer drugs to the brain has been a major problem due 

to the blood-brain barrier. However, anti-cancer drugs bound to nanomaterials successfully 

cross the blood-brain barrier and release the drugs at therapeutic concentrations in the brain. 

21. In this paragraph, the “drug delivery systems" refers to ............ 

a. distributing the required drugs among the sick appropriately 

b. providing the diseased part of the body with drugs 

c. the best ways for the patients to obtain and take drugs 

d. the new technologies of manufacturing and distributing drugs 

21. In the technology described, the………. made so that it/they can detect the target 

part.  

a. wrapper is 

b. ingredients are 

c. cell receptors are 

d. body is 

 

22. What does underlined "they" (line 3) refer to? 

a. delivery systems 

b. body areas 

c. developments 

d. drugs 

23. In this text, delivering anti-cancer drugs to the brain is an example of............. 

a.        the problem that blood-brain barrier creates 

b.        a common therapeutic method to combat brain cancer 

c. successful use of nanotechnology 

d. a common problem of brain cancer patients 

24. The author’s attitude toward the future of drug delivery system is............ 

a. adverse   b.  unsupportive   c.  optimistic   d. critical 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Passage 2: 

    Since World War I, it has been recognized that some patients with non-thoracic injuries 

sepsis, and the like conditions develop respiratory distress, diffuse lung infiltrates, and 

respiratory failure, sometimes after a delay of hours to days. Ashbaugh described such patients 

in 1967, using the term "adult respiratory distress syndrome". Later on, the term "acute 

respiratory distress syndrome" (ARDS) was used instead of "adult respiratory distress 

syndrome" because the syndrome occurs in both adults and children. 

    ARDS is serious, sometimes life-threatening, and get worse quickly. But it's generally 

treatable and most people can recover from it. Fast diagnosis and treatment are important.  In 

this disease, fluid leaks from small blood vessels and accumulates in the tiny air sacs in your 

lungs. Your lungs are then unable to fil1 up with enough air. Because of this, the blood 

traveling to your lungs can't pick up the amount of oxygen it needs to carry to the rest of your 

body. That can lead to organs such as your kidneys or brain not working as they should or 

shutting down. Doctors are still trying to learn more about this condition and why it happens. 

It's not always clear what triggers a case. 

26. Those who develop respiratory related conditions such as respiratory distress have 

…… 

a. been recognized to suffer from sepsis for some time 

b. been suffering from thoracic injuries for a couple of days 

c. taken part in World War I 

d. already diffused lung infiltrates 

27. The term "adult respiratory distress syndrome" was introduced............. 

a. to include everybody having the syndrome 

b. around the mid-20th century 

c. long after that of ARDS 

d. to substitute acute respiratory distress syndrome 

28. Although ARDS is a serious condition, it…….. 

a. is life-threatening 

b. may not aggravate over time 

c. is likely to be cured 

d. is not a diagnosable disease 

29. Those suffering from ARDS may be inflicted with renal failure because............ 

a. the brain may malfunction 

b. the lungs absorb all the air 

c. blood vessels carry oxygen to the lungs 

d. kidneys receive insufficient oxygen 

30.     The passage concludes that the underlying cause of ARDS is............. 

a. still a mystery 

b. a respiratory failure 

c. easily detectable 

d. highly preventable 

 



 

 

Passage 3: 

We all know that there are different degrees of intelligence, but it is perhaps less understood 

that the way we think about intelligence may be influenced by the society we live in, and that 

even within one society, standards and norms can change over time. For example, since the 

rise of a scientific culture, the intelligence of the scientists has been greatly valued. Therefore, 

scientists and theoreticians like Einstein and Hawking have been considered the “most 

intelligent’. 

Recent research on intelligence is leading toward its redefinition. Today, it is recognized that 

people have different kinds of intelligence and that the ability to think scientifically (i.e. the 

capacity to use logical deduction and factual evidence to solve problems) is just one kind. For 

example, the ability to create things of beauty such as painting or a musical composition 

demonstrates artistic intelligence. Political and social leaders have interpersonal intelligence, 

the talent to understand and manage other people. The ability to organize facts into a clear 

argument, master languages, and create stories about imaginary people and situations are 

considered as separate aspects of intelligence. Therefore, the average person has different but 

“normal” amounts of each type of intelligence, while a genius is a person with an outstanding 

brilliance in at least one kind of intelligence. 

31. The main idea of this passage is 

a. scientists are more intelligent than others 

b. all artists are intelligent people 

c.         intelligence exists in different forms 

d.         geniuses are intelligent in many ways 

32. Based on the recent research on intelligence, the author ............ the idea that 

scientists are the most intelligent people. 

a. provides evidence for 

b. partly advocates 

c. confirms 

d. challenges 

33. A person with interpersonal intelligence is competent in ............ 

a. mastering several languages 

b. administrative affairs 

c. organizing facts into arguments 

d. writing imaginary stories 

34. As stated, a genius is someone who ............. 

a. is exceptionally talented in at least one area 

b. studies mathematics and scientific subjects 

c. can paint pictures and compose music 

d. talks brilliantly about many subjects 

35. In case Einstein and hawking were living today, they would.,.  

a. be considered outstanding in different types of intelligence 

b. redefine the concept of intelligence 

c. be referred to as geniuses in each type of intelligence  

d,        be considered a genius in their own field of specialty 



 

 

Passage 4: 

     Not too long ago, deadly infections were feared in the Western world. Since that time, 

many countries have undergone a transformation from disease cesspools to much safer, 

healthier habitats. Starting in the mid-1800s, there was a steady drop in deaths from all 

infectious diseases, decreasing to relatively minor levels by the early 1900s. The history of that 

transformation involves famine, poverty, filth, lost cures, eugenicist doctrine, individual 

freedoms versus state power, protests and arrests over vaccine refusal, and much more. 

Today, we are told that medical interventions have increased our lifespan and single-handedly 

prevented masses of deaths. But is this really true? Dissolving Illusions details facts and figures 

from long- overlooked medical journals, books, newspapers, and other sources. Using myth-

shocking graphs, this book shows that vaccines, antibiotics, and other medical interventions 

are not responsible for the increase in lifespan and the decline in mortality from infectious 

diseases. If the medical profession could systematically misinterpret and ignore key historical 

information, the question must be asked, “What else is ignored and misinterpreted today?” 

Perhaps the best reason to know our history is so that the worst parts are never repeated. 

 36. According to the passage, deadly infections steadily…………… 

a. Diminished   b. elevated   c. stabilized      d. fluctuated         

37. The mid-1800s ............ the risk posed by infectious diseases. 

a. shows a sharp rise in 

b. indicates no signs of 

c. puts an end to 

d. marks a decline in 

38. The book “Dissolving Illusions” intends to ............ facts and figures in long-

unattended medical sources. 

a. ignore 

b. bring under attention 

c. devalue 

d. distract us from 

39. The writer indirectly recommends a reasonable review of the past events to 

............ 

a. prevent future mistakes 

b. write science history 

c. extend historical information 

d. interpret medical profession 

40. The underlined “that” (line 4) refers to transformation from a deadly environment 

a. rise in illness  

b. filthy habitat  

c. safer settingd.  

d. absolute poverty 


